Abstract. In this paper we give some summation formulae for bibasic q-Appell function ϕ (1) and express Appell function ϕ
Introduction
The basic analogues of Appell's hypergeometric functions of two variables were first studied and defined by F. H. Jackson [7, 8] . Much is known about ordinary Appell series. However, not so much is known about basic Appell series. Slater [9, p.234] remarked that no systematic attempt has been made to find summation theorems for basic Appell series. Slater has applied contour integral method to these series.
We have taken a new approach, by defining and considering bibasic Appell series and we published the first paper Srivastava [10] on the subject. Now we have made a comprehensive study of the bibasic Appell series.
In this paper we have given summation formulae and continued fraction representation for these bibasic Appell functions. These continued fractions are those given by Ramanujan. Thus we have given a relation between bibasic Appell series and continued fractions of Ramanujan. We think these results are not found in the literature.
Background
The first basic Appell series defined by Jackson is
We defined bibasic on two independent bases q, q 1 , |q|, |q 1 | < 1 as
Notation
The following q-notation is used: For |q
A generalized basic hypergeometric series with base q 1 is defined as
4. Continued fraction for ϕ (1) In this section we will give a continued fraction representation for the bibasic Appell function ϕ (1) .
S, T and U are defined in the proof below.
Proof. We have proved in Theorem 1 [10, p.31] that
c/a, x, xq, xq 2 , . . . , xq k−1 , y, yq, yq 2 , . . . , yq Putting
Using the contiguous relation of Andrews and Bowman [3, p.3347, (3.13)], we have
where
Iterating the contiguous relation (4.3), we have the Theorem.
Continued fraction for ϕ
Theorem 2. 
c a x, y; bx, b ′ y; q, a . Now taking c = bb ′ in (5.1) we have 
Iterating the relation (5.3), we have the Theorem 2.
Summation formulae and continued fractions
The following theorems give summation formulae for bibasic Appell function ϕ (1) . We also give continued fraction representation for these bibasic Appell series. 
Proof. Putting x = b ′ y, bb ′ = y, c = q k in (4.1) and summing the 2 φ 1 by Heine's qanalogue of Gauss' summation formula [6, p.10, (1.5.1)], we have the summation Theorem 3.
(ii)
in Theorem 3, we have the summation Theorem 4(i).
(ii) Ramanujan's celebrated C(q) function
Using Theorem 4(i), we have Theorem 4(ii). This gives a relation between bibasic Appell function ϕ (1) and Ramanujan's function C(q).
Theorem 5.
(ii) 
(ii) Proof. Putting a = q 4 , y = q 4 , k = 20 in Theorem 3, and using the relation [5, Theorem 6, p.747], we have Theorem 7.
The numerator of the continued fraction gives the remarkable complement to Euler's theorem that the partition of any integer n > 0 into distinct parts are equinumerous with those of odd parts [5, Theorem 7, p.747] .
